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® ink Jet head.

@ An ink jet head for a recording apparatus com-

prises: a nozzle-formed member (22) having a plural-

ity of nozzle orifices; a heating member (26) for

heating ink which is solid at ambient temperature to

liquefy the ink; a piezoelectric converter (21) spaced

apart from the nozzle-formed member for causing

the liquefied ink to be loaded between tiie piezoelec-

^tric converter and the nozzle-fomned member and for

^jetting the liquefied ink loaded therebetween through

^the nozzle-formed member; and a member (28, 25)

CO for relatively displaceably positioning the nozzle-Oformed member.
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INK JET HEAD

This invention relates to an ink jet type record-

ing apparatus such as a printer which forms ink

images on a medium such as recording paper by
melting an ink that is solid at ambient temperature

(hot-melt ink) and jetting the molten, and thus liquid

droplets of rnk. More particularly, it is directed to

an ink jet printer head for use in the ink jet type

recording apparatus.

A conventional ink jet type recording apparatus

using hot-melt Ink has the advantage of being

compatible with many kinds of recording paper, of

not causing the ink to evaporate while the appara-

tus is not being used, and of causing no clogging

of its ink jetting nozzles. An ink jet head used in

this apparatus has been constituted by a nozzle-

formed member having a plurality of nozzle

orifices, a heater, a piezoelectric converter, and an

ink reservoir, and the nozzle-formed member has

been unitized with the head forming members in-

cluding the piezoelectric converter (USP 4631557,

Japanese Utility Model Application (UFA) No.

41652/1981 (the term "UPA" as used herein means
"Unexamined Published Application").

The above-described conventional ink jet head

has a structure in which its components ha\dng

different thermal expansion coefficients are sub-

jected to thermal stresses due to temperature vari-

ations that result from the melting of the ink. De-

formations of the components caused by the ther-

mal stress impose problems in terms of ensuring

proper accuracy for stable performance and
achieving undamageable structures for high reltabil-

Hy.

An object of this invention is therefore to elimi-

nate the thermal stresses caused in association

with temperature variations by overcoming the

above problems, and thus to achieve stable perfor-

mance and high reliability.

Tfie foregoing object and other objects of the

invention have been achieved by the features de-

scribed in independent claims 1 and 6. Furtiier

advantageous features of the ink jet head in accor-

dance with the invention are evident from the de-

pendent claims.

An ink jet head according to the present inven-

tion comprises a nozzle-formed member having a
plurality of nozzle orifices, a piezoelectric convert-

er, and heating means, in which a solid ink is

molten by the heating mean, the molten ink is

loaded between the nozzle-form d member and

the piezoelectric converter, and the loaded ink is

j tted by th piezoelectric converter.

In such an ink jet head, the nozzle-formed

member is supported so as to be relatively dis-

placeabie by rec iving Uie pressing force pressed
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to either the piezoelectric converter or Its support-

ing member.
Further, in such an ink jet head, the nozzle-

formed member is supported so as to be relatively

5 displaceable by being guided by its supporting

member.
Still further. In such an ink jet head, the nozzle-

formed member is finmly bonded to a supporting

member whose thermal expansion coefficient is

TO substantially equal to the nozzle-formed member,
and the piezoelectric converter is firmly bonded to

a supporting member whose thermal expansion

coefficient is substantially equal to the piezoelectric

converter.

75 In the above arrangements of the present in-

vention, the nozzle-formed member is supported so

as to be displaceable relative to another member.
This allows the nozzle-formed member to be ex-

panded and contracted freely, thereby releasing it

20 from thermal stresses. The absence of thermal

stresses in tiie nozzle-formed member, which must

be maintained at high temperatures to jet the liquid

ink. contributes to ensuring high accuracy In di-

mensions and reducing stresses.

25 Moreover, in the above arrangements of the

present invention, both the nozzle-formed member
and the piezoelectric converter are firmly bonded
by the supporting members whose thermal expan-

sion coefficients are equal to the supported, so that

30 they are free from the thermal stresses which dif-

ferent thermal expansion coefficients cause as the

temperature varies In association with the melting

of the Ink.

Other features and advantages of the present

35 invention will be apparent from the following de-

scription taken in connection with the accompany-
ing drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing a print-

er having an Ink jet head which is an embodiment
40 of this invention;

Rg. 2 is a sectional view of the ink jet head

of the embodiment;

Fig. 3 (a) Is a perspective view showing the

process of manufacturing the peripheral portions of

45 a piezoelectric converter of the ink jet head of the

embodiment;

Rg. 3 (b) is a perspective view of a piezo-

electric converter unit;

Rg. 4 is a sectional view of an ink jet head

60 which is a furtiier embodiment of this inv ntion;

Fig. 5 is a sectional view of an ink Jet head

which is a still further mbodiment of this invention;

Rg. 6 is a perspective view showing a

nozzle-formed board and nozzle-formed board sup-

porting member for use in th ink jet h ads accord-

2
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Ing to this invention;

Figs. 7 and 8 ar s ctionai views of an ink

jet head which is a still further embodiment of this

invention; and

Rg. 8 is a schematic plan view of an lnl< jet

head which is a still further embodiment of this

invention.

This invention will next be described with refer-

ence to embodiments thereof.

Rg. 1 IS a perspective view of a printer show-

ing an embodiment of this invention. In the figure, a

sheet of recording paper . 1 0 is wound around a

platen 1 1 and pressed by forwarding rollers 1 2 and

13. An ink jet head 16 is mounted on a carriage 15

that Is guided by guide shafts 14 and 17 and is

movable In a direction parallel to the platen shaft.

The ink jet head 16 has a plurality of nozzles, each
of which can jet ink droplets independently of one

another under control; scans aiong the platen shaft;

and selectively Jet the ink droplets to form an ink

image on the recording paper 10. The recording

paper 10 is transferred In a minor scanning direc-

tion that is perpendicular to the main scanning

direction by the rotation of the forwarding rollers 12

and 13 to print the Image on the surface of the

recording paper.

Rg. 2 Is a sectional view of an ink jet head that

is the embodiment of this invention. This ink jet

head comprises: a converter unit 31 In which a

base material 25, a piezoelectric converter 21, a

spacer 23, and a permanent magnet 28 are fixed

and unitized with a wiring 27 provided. It also has a

heater 26, mounted on a frame 20, for melting the

Ink on the head and keeping the temperature of the

ink over the melting point. The heater 26 Is fixed

by a bonding material. A nozzle-formed board 22,

integral with a reinforcement board 30, is posi-

tioned on the converter unit 31 and supported so

as to be relatively displaceabie. That is, the nozzle-

formed board 22 Is pressed toward the base 25 by
the attraction of the permanent magnet 28. The
piezoelectric converter 21 comprises a vibrator ele-

ment of multilayer structure. More specifically, the

vibrator element consists of a piezoelectric material

layer 35 made of PZT interposed between an elec-

trode layer 33 made of an Au (gold) foil and a
metal layer 34 made of a Ni foil.

Rg. 3(a) and 3(b) show arrangements of the

converter unit 31 and the peripheral portions there-

of, respectively, in which the same members as

those shown In Rg. 2 will be designated by the

same reference numbers. Rg. 3(a) shows the man-
ufacturing process of th converter unit. The mul-

tilayer board 40 forming vibrator element, the base
material 25, the spacer 23, and the permanent
magnet 28 are Integrally bonded by a tiiermally

resistant bonding agent or the like. Thereafter, as

shown In Rg. 3(b). a plurality of grooves 41 are

arranged by a dicing process to form the piezo-

electric conv rter 21 having a pluraRty of vibrator

elements that can be driven independently of one
another. The plurality of cantilevered vibrator ele-

s ments, each of which is free from interference can
be prepared by forming the grooves 41 as deep as

to the i^ase material 25. The base material 25 is

made of an isolating body (glass, ceramic, or the

like) whose upper end is provided with an electirode

70 pattern 43 that will be electrically connected. In

order to connect to an external drive circuit, the

electrode pattern 43 on the base material 25 is

bonded to tiie wiring 27 of a flexible board that has
a corresponding wiring pattern confronting with the

76 electrode pattern 43. as shown in Rg. 2. An elec-

trode for maintaining an equal potential for each

vibrator element 21 is electrically connected when
the spacer 23 is bonded to the surface of the metal

layer 34 which is opposite to the side of the elec-

20 trode layer 33.

An assembling arrangement of the converter

unit 31 and its peripheral members into the head
body will next be described with reference to Rgs.
2 and 3. The nozzle-formed board 22 is composed

25 of a Ni thin board having a plurality of nozzles 24.

and constitutes a nozzle-formed board unit 29 by
being integrally bonded to the reinforcement mem-
ber 30 made likewise of a Ni board and covering

the periphery of the nozzle-formed board 22. The
30 converter unit 31 is positioned by a positioning pin

(not shown) fixed on the frame 20 and a hole 44.

and secured to the frame 20 with a screw 32.

Then, the nozzle-formed board unit 29 is mounted
on the converter unit 31 with pins 46 and 47 so that

35 their relative position can be maintained. One of

the holes arranged on the nozzle-tormed board 22
corresponding to the pins 46 and 47 is an oval hole

48, so that the nozzle-formed board unit 29 can be
positioned by referencing only the other hole 49.

40 Since nickel Is a ferromagnetic material, it is at-

tracted by the permanent magnet 28 and thus set

to a predetermined position. Nickel, with its curie

temperature being as high as 350* C and its mag-
netic property maintained at high temperatures,

45 does not lose its attracting force during the opera-

tion.

A further embodiment of this invention will be
shown in Rg. 4. Unlike the embodiment shown in

Rg. 2, the converter unit and the nozzle-fomned

50 board 22 in this embodiment are supported so as

to be relatively displaceabie by receiving tiie press-

ing force of a spring 60. Since the operation and

the like are the same as In the embodiment shown
in Rg. 2. the descriptions thereof will be omitted.

55 A still further embodiment shown in Rg. 5 uses

no permanent magnet 28, unlike the embodiment
of Rg. 2. In the embodiment shown in Rg. 5. a

base material 25. a piezoelectric converter 21. and

BNSDOCID: <EP_0398031A1_L>
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a spacer 23 are fixed in advance, and a nozzle-

formed board 22 and a nozzle-formed board sup-

porting member 230 for guiding the nozzle-formed

board 22 are fixed thereon to form a unitized

converter unit 31

.

The nozzle-formed board 22 is made of a Ni

thin board having a plurality of nozzles 24 and is

guided and supported by the nozzle-formed board

supporting member 230 that covers the periphery

of the nozzle-formed b»oard 22 to constitute a

nozzle-formed board unit 29, This nozzle-formed

board 22 Is made of invar.

The operation will next be described. At the

printing start, electric power is supplied to the

heater 26 to liquefy the inl< 100 in the head by
melting. In this embodiment, a solid ink whose
main constituent is wax is used, and it is main-

tained at a predetermined temperature between

100 and 200 "C with a predetermined viscosity

required to satisfy a certain jetting performance. By
applying a voltage between the electrode layer 33

and the metal layer 34 formed on both sides of the

vibrator element 42 through the wiring 27. the

piezoelectric material layer 35 is contracted while

the metal layer 34 is not contracted, so that a

bending moment is caused to displace the tip of

the vit)rator element 42 in the direction of its thick-

ness. When this voltage is removed, the pressure

caused by the displacement derived from the elas-

tic restoring force of the vibrator element causes

the ink to jet from the nozzles 24.

As is apparent from the above description, the

unitization of the head with the member whose
thermal expansion coefficient is different from that

of the head itself causes a thermal stress due to a

difference in temperature between ambient tem-

perature and the head that is heated and main-

tained as heated during the ink jetting operation.

The thermal stress will be eliminated in the follow-

ing manner with the above-described construction

of this embodiment. Although the frame 20 made
of aluminum has a large thermal expansion coeffi-

cient and the converter unit 31 a small thermal

expansion coefficient, the relative positional de-

viation between the two members is very small. For

Instance, let it be supposed that a distance be-

tween tiie screw and the pin, i.e., the holes 44 and

45. is 40 mm; the thermal expansion coefficient of

aluminum is 23E-6/'C (the term "E-6" as used

herein means "10"^"); the thenmal expansion co-

efficient of PZT (PZT is used as the material of the

converter unit 31) is 1.8E-6/*C. Then, the dimen-

sional difference caused at both ends when ttie

temperature difference is 200 ' C can be calculated

to be 170 ixm. Such a small deviation can be
absorbed, by the elastic defonmation of the screw in

this arrangement, in which the one end the con-

verter unit is positioned by the pin and the otiier is

BNSOOCID: <eP_0388031A1J_>

screwed. Ther fore, the conv rter unit is neither

subjected to application of excessive external

forces nor deformation. In order to reduce thermal

stresses within the converter unit, it is desirable

5 that each member constituting the converter unit

31 should have a substantially equal thermal ex-

pansion coefficient. Thus, the material must be
selected from this viewpoint In this embodiment,

the base material 25 is made of glass or ceramic;

10 the piezoelectric material, PZT; the metal layer 34.

invar, which is a metal having a low thermal expan-

sion coeffic"C-.nt: and the spacer 23 is likewise made
of invar, so that the above requirement can be

satisfied. As the permanent magnet, a sintered rare

75 eartii metal magnet a ferrite magnet or the like

can be used as having a high coercive force at

high temperatures and a proper thermal expansion

coefficient. They may be bonded by a soft type

bonding agent such as a silicon rubber.

20 On tiie otiner hand, the distance between the

vibrator element and the nozzle-fonned board must
be controlled accurately to ensure a certain Ink

jetting performance. For instance, according to the

results of the experiments conducted by the in-

25 ventor and others using a vibrator element of 0.1

mm in thickness, such a distance must be con-

trolled to 5 to 40 um ±10 um depending on the

viscosity of the ink. The thickness of the nozzle-

formed board is 30 to 150 um to reduce the fluid

30 resistance to which the ink is subjected. However,

the restrictions including the thickness of the

nozzle-formed board, the space, and the like im-

pose limits on the strength and dimensions of the

respective components, and tiiis does not allow the

35 converter unit to be provided with the screw. For

this reason, it is necessary to make an arrange-

ment so that the external forces to be applied to

the components can be accurately controlled and

the tiiermal stresses can be removed in such a

40 manner as to maintain the dimensions of the com-

ponents unchanged. The nozzle-formed board,

generally having to accommodate a number of very

small nozzles, is subjected to restrictions in terms

of the material to be used and the machining

45 method. For Instance, nickel is electroformed. In

the structure of the embodiment shown In Rg. 2,

the converter unit 31 and the nozzle-formed board

are attracted by a magnetic attraction tinat provides

them with an average pressure. Relative displace-

50 ments allowed to both components help relieve the

sta'ess with the relative position held by the posi-

tioning pin. With this arrangement the distance

between the nozzle-formed board and the vibrator

element constituting the conversion unit can be

55 controlled accurately as demanded to ensure a
prescribed performance even in the case where the

material such as nickel that has a thermal expan-

sion coefficient different from that of the converter

4
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unit The high bending strength provided by the

reinforcement board prevents generation of buck-

ling and warpage and thus permits smooth sliding

at Its boundaries.

The embodiment shown in Fig. 5 is arranged

so that the noEzle-formed board is engaged with

and thus guided by the nozzle-formed board sup-

porting member and is supported so as to be

relatively displaceable. Thus, their relative displace-

ment permits stresses caused by expansion of the

nozzle-formed board to be relieved. The nozzle-

formed board can be assembled into the nozzle-

formed board supporting member when the former

is in contraction at low temperatures. Instead, the

nozzle-formed board supporting member may be

an-anged in separate piece and unitized after the

nozzle-formed board has been assembled.

Fig. 7 shows a sectional view of an Ink jet head

which is a still further embodiment of this Invention.

A cantilevered piezoelectric converter 331 is of

multilayer structure with a piezoelectric matertal

layer 331 of PZT interposed between an electrode

332 made of an Au foil and a metal layer 333 made
of a foil of Invar that is an alloy whose thermal

expansion coefficient is substantially equal to that

of PZT. and is bonded to the base 312 made of a

ceramic material whose thermal expansion coeffi-

cient is substantially equal to that of PZT. A base

312 that Is made of an isolating material has on its

upper surface an electrode pattern 342 that is to be

electrically connected. In order to connect the elec-

trode 332 of a piezoelectric converter 311 to an

external drive circuit, a wiring 343 of a flexible

board that has a corresponding wiring pattern con-

fronting with the electrode pattern 342 is bonded

so that the wiring patterns and the electrode are in

conduction. The electrode for maintaining each pi-

ezoelectric converter 311 at the same potential is

electrically wired when the spacer 344 is bonded

on the metal layer 333 surface, which is the side

opposite to the electrode. Further, the base 312 is

arranged on a holder 315 having a built-in heater

314 for melting the ink in the head and maintaining

the temperature over the melting point. On the

other hand, a nozzle-fomned board 316 having a

plurality of nozzles 316a fabricated by subjecting

Ni to an electroforming process is secured to a

center frame 317 made of a stainless material

whose thermal expansion coefficient is substantially

equal to that of the nozzle-formed board by means
of welding.

Rg. a Is a sectional view of the Ink Jet head

shown in Rg, 7 when viewed from the i ft side of

the drawing. In order to fonm a plurality of piezo-

electric converters 311, each being driven indepen-

dently, the flat piezoelectric converter 311 secured

to the base 312 is divided by forming grooves 341

by a dicing process. The forming of the grooves

BNSOOCID: <EP_0388031A1J_>

341 that are as deep as to th bas 312 allows a

plurality of piezoelectric converters 31 1 that do not

interfere with one another to be prepared. The

center frame 317 has one of its ends secured to

6 the base 312 directiy by the screw 318. and the

other end provided with the top ends of a V-shaped

member made up of two plate springs 319 welded

at one of their ends. The shorter one of the top

ends of the V-shaped plate springs 319 is welded

10 to a mounting plate 320 made of the same material

as that of the center frame 317, and the mounting

plate 320 is secured to the base 312 by the screw

318. At this time, the nozzle-formed board 316 Is

adjusted so that a predetermined clearance Is pro-

15 vided with respect to the piezoelectric converter

311 by the spacer 344.

The operation will next be described. At the

printing start in Rg. 7. electric power Is supplied to

the heater 314 and the ink 351 within the head is

20 liquefied by melting, in this embodiment, a solid

Ink whose main constituent is wax is used, and it is

maintained at a predetermined temperature be-

tween 100 and 200* C with a predetermined vis-

cosity required to satisfy a certain jetting perfor-

25 mance. By applying a voltage between the elec-

trode layer 332 and the metal layer 333 formed on

both sides of the piezoelectric converter 311

through the wiring 343. the piezoelectric material

layer 331 is contracted while the metal layer 333 is

30 not contracted, so that a bending moment Is caus-

ed to displace the tip of the piezoelectric converter

311 in the direction of Its thickness (the downward

direction in the figure). When this voltage is re-

moved, the pressure caused by the displacement

35 derived from the elastic restoring force of the pi-

ezoelectric converter 311 causes the ink to jet from

the nozzles 316a of the nozzle-fomned board 316.

This operation is repeated in accordance with a

printing signal to perform a desired printing opera-

te tion.

As is apparent from the afcxDve description,

thermal stresses are caused during the Ink jetting

operation if the head is unitized- with a member
whose themnal expansion coefficient is different

45 from itself: because as the head Is heated to a high

temperature, there exists a temperature difference

between the high temperature and the ambient

temperature. The components are more likely to be

deformed or broken with larger temperature differ-

so ences. Particularly, the clearance between the pi-

ezoelectric converter 311 and the nozzle-formed

board 316 must be highly accurate in order to

ensure the prescribed ink jetting performance. For

instance, according to the results of an experiment

56 conducted by the inventor and his group using a

PZT of 0.1 mm in thickness, such a clearance must

be controlled to 5 to 40 um ± 10 um depending on

the viscosity of the ink. With the arrangement of

5
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this embodiment the thermal stresses will be re-

lieved In the following manner. There is so small a

difference in thermal expansion coefficient between

the pair of the piezoelectric converter 31 1 and the

base 312. and the pair of the nozzle-formed board

316 and the center frame 317. respectively that the

thermal stresses to be caused will be small. More
specifically, let It be supposed that the thermal

expansion coefficient of the piezoelectric converter

311 using the value of P2T Is 1,8E-a'' C (the term
"E-6" as used herein means "10"^"): and that of

the base 312. using the value of ceramic, is 2E-

6/°C. Then, the dimensional difference caused by
a temperature difference of 200 "C between the

piezoelectric converter 311 of 40 mm In flat plate

and the base 312 is as small as 1.6 am. On the

other hand, if the thermal expansion coefficient of

the nozzle-formed board 31 6 using the value of Ni

is 12.8E-6/'C, and that of the center frame 317
using the value of a stainless steel is 13E-6/'C,

then, the dimensional difference with a temperature

difference of 200*C is 1.6 jxm. If the piezoelectric

converter 311 and the nozzle-formed board 316 are

unitized, the dimensional difference caused under

the same condition is 88 um, which is 50 times

that of the case where the components whose
thermal expansion coefficients are close to each
other. Such a dimensional difference directly af-

fects the respective components as a thermal

stress. That is, the center frame 317 whose thermal

expansion coefficient is large presses the base 312
so as to expand from within, resulting in deforma-

tion or breakage of either of the two. In order to

absorb this dimensional difference, the center

frame 317 is secured to the base 312 by interpos-

ing therebetween the screw 318 through the V-

shaped plate spring 319 as shown in Fig. 8. Since

the plate spring 319 is easily deformable with re-

spect to a force in the length direction of the center

frame 317, it can absorb the above-described di-

mensional differences caused by differences In

thermal expansion coefficient. However, the plate

spring 319 is rigid in directions orthogonal to the

length direction of the center frame 317; i.e., the

vertical direction with Rg. 8 viewed from the front

and the direction of going through the sheet on
which Rg. 8 Is drawn. Therefore, the clearance

between the piezoelectric converter 311 and the

nozle-formed board 316 can be maintained ac-

curately. The respective nozzles 316a disposed on
the nozzle-formed board 316 are an-anged so that

they coincide with the center of the respective

piezoelectric converters 311 that are thermally ex-

panded at an operating temperature.

Rg. 9 shows a still further embodiment of this

invention, in which the number of components Is

reduced by arranging a dimensional difference

sorbing unit 317a inside the center frame 317. The

operation and the like, being similar to the previous

mbodlment, will be omitted.

As described in the foregoing pages, the

present invention can maintain the clearance be-

5 tween the nozzle-formed board and the vibrator

element as accurately as required with its arrange-

ment adapted for relieving the stress caused by a

change In temperature, thereby providing the ad-

vantage of not only preventing the deformation and
70 breakage because It causes no significant stresses

to the related components but also achieving high

reliability.

The arrangement that allows relative sliding

means absence of thermal stresses, and thus fur-

75 ther provides the advantage of Increasing the

scope in selecting the material and thus of using

highly machinable materials. Moreover, it is possi-

ble to operate at higher temperatures, thereby pro-

viding a wider choice of selecting the ink.

20 Furthermore, according to the present inven-

tion, it Is possible to minimize the thermal stress

due to changes in temperature and to absorb the

dimensional difference between the materials

whose thermal expansion coefficients greatly differ

25 by the dimensional difference absorbing unit, there-

by preventing deformation and breakage of the

materials. Consequently, a stable performance can
be achieved and a high reliability is ensured.

The arrangement that the nozzle-formed board

30 and the center frame are secured in the vicinity of

the nozzles also provides the advantage of ac-

curately maintaining the clearance between the pi-

ezoelectric converter and the nozzle, which Is im-

portant in terms of the ink jetting performance.

3S

Claims

1. An ink jet head for a recording apparatus,

40 comprising:

a nozzle-formed member having a plurality of noz-

zle orifices;

heating means for heating ink which is solid at

ambient temperature to liquefy the ink;

45 a piezoelectric converter spaced apart from said

nozzle-formed member for causing the liqueifled

ink to be loaded between said piezoelectric con-

verter and said nozzle-formed member and for

jetting the liquefied ink loaded therebetween

50 through said nozzle-formed member; and
means for relatively displaceably positioning said

nozzle-formed member.
2. An ink jet head as claimed In Claim 1,

wherein said positioning means directly or indi-

55 rectly applies a pressing force to said nozzle-

formed member.
3. An ink jet head as claimed in Claim 2,

wherein said positioning means comprises a per-

BNSOOCIQ: <EP O3aB0aiA1 I >
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manent magnet, and said nozzle-formed member is

formed of a ferromagnetic material.

4. An ink jet head as claimed In Claim 2.

wherein said positioning means comprises a

spring. s

5. An ink jet head as claimed in Claim 1,

wherein said positioning means comprises a mem-
ber for relatively displacebly supporting said

nozzle-formed member with guidance.

6. An ink jet head for a recording apparatus, to

comprising:

a nozzle-formed member having a plurality of noz-

zle orifices;

heating means for heating ink which is solid at

ambient temperature to liquefy the ink; is

a piezoelectric converter spaced apart from said

nozzle-formed member for causing the liqueified

ink to be loaded between said piezoelectric con-

verter and said nozzle-formed member and for

jetting the liquefied ink loaded therebetween 20

through said nozzle-formed member;
a first supporting member to which said nozzle-

formed member Is firmly bonded, said first sup-

porting member having a thermal expansion coeffi-

cient substantially equal to that of said nozzle- 2S

formed member: and

a second supporting member to which said piezo-

electric converter is firmly bonded, said second

supporting member having a thermal expansion

coefficient substantially equal to that of said piezo- 30

electric converter.
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